
Supremacy 641 

Chapter 641 - Sneaking Back! 

'Any news?' 

Disfigured Beauty inquired as she galloped further and further away from the maze with Bloodrites. 

'Nothing up north.' 

'South is clear as well.' 

'I am already a hundred meters away from the cent...Wait, I just spotted Pengfu!' 

'Where! And what about Landlord?' Bloodrites asked. 

'Western zone! No sight of Landlord! We are chasing after Pengfu right now.' 

His response threw everyone off as they didn't expect that those two would separate like this! 

'F*ckkk!!!' Bloodrites punched the wall in anger, not liking their decision one bit. 

After all, they would be forced to split their forces even further! 

'You guys keep chasing after Pengfu no matter where he goes okay?' Disfigured Beauty said, 'No need to 

engage him just keep him under your vision.' 

'F*ck that, if he crossed the four kilometers mark, we will be returning.' 

'Fair enough.' Disfigured Beauty agreed to their proposal. 

After all, no sane player would want to put too much distance between him and the exit. 

The instant Felix gets eliminated, the game would return to a battle royal and they would be too far 

away to participate. 

"Why does it appear like Pengfu is baiting those two away?" Letomar knitted his eyebrows as watched 

the ongoing manhunt. 

The insightful viewers spotted the same thing as well from the way Pengfu controlled his pace to keep 

himself always in the 35 meters zone between him and his hunters. 

"Don't tell me he is planning on fighting them alone?" Letomar's eyes widened at such an exciting 

thought. 

He knew that Pengfu possessed the capabilities to do it! He didn't know if he would win or not, but it 

was still a viable plan! 

After all, if he eliminated his hunters, this meant he would be like a ghost to the rest of the players, 

hunting Felix! 

"I can't wait to see it happen...But for now, let's check what that troublemaker is up to." 



Letomar glanced at Felix's small screen and noticed that he was actually walking slowly while having his 

hand on the metallic wall. 

Yet, what shocked him the most was his location! 

Felix wasn't too far off from the center! 

"How did he not get found out!" He couldn't believe his eyes. 

When he saw Felix running in the opposite direction, he thought that he was planning on playing hide 

and seek with the mega alliance and taking them one by one whenever the opportunity presented itself. 

Yet, the daring f*cker was still near the center while the players were about to cross one kilometer! 

"I refuse to believe that the players didn't meet him." 

Letomar replayed the previous scene and placed it on the big screen. 

Everyone focused this time on Felix, who could be seen sprinting towards an intersection of three paths. 

The viewers believed that he would pick the one heading straight but Felix actually took the one leading 

to the east. 

He kept taking the paths either leading north or east. 

In a few seconds, he was already a kilometer or so near the first path that he entered with Pengfu when 

they headed to the center. 

"Here they come." 

Letomar and the viewers concentrated on Hebra and Battlegod Orca, who were approaching Felix from 

the front. 

Soon, they had entered Felix's sensory zone. 

The moment Felix spotted their giant figures, he knew that it was those two dumb-dumbs. 

Since he knew that they didn't possess any sensory ability besides their ultra instinct and superb nose, 

Felix didn't even bother to fake his escape as he planned. 

He simply stood still with his hand placed on the metallic wall as he calculated their steps. 

When they reached the twenty meters zone, Felix instantly transmuted himself into electricity and 

entered the metallic wall! 

The moment they saw it, most of the viewers facepalmed themselves, feeling a bit stupid that they had 

completely forgotten that the metallic walls were conductors as well! 

The rules in the game simply banned going through the walls and boxes not getting inside of them! 

After Felix hid within the wall, Hebra and Battlegod Orca appeared in the same path with confused 

expressions. 

"I swear I just smelt Landlord's unique scent around here." Orca said with a frown as he sniffed around. 



Soon, he reached the exact place where Felix hid and said to Hebra, "The smell disappeared here." 

"He probably saw us with his sensory ability and hid his scent somehow." Hebra suggested as he walked 

away, "Let's move, he must have escaped by now." 

"Alright." 

Battlegod Orca knew that Felix was quite quick so he stopped wasting time on the wall and forwarded 

the information to the alliance. 

Then, he followed after him. 

Twenty seconds later, Felix emerged from the wall with signs of exhaustion written all over his face. 

'Asna, how much is left?' 

'About 80% worth.' Asna warned, 'Use it wisely idiot.' 

'It's barely enough if I don't engage in a prolonged fight.' Felix nodded his head with a serious 

expression. 

He had been using transmutation ability all over the place. But that didn't come at a cheap price. 

Felix wiped his sweaty forehead and restarted his journey. 

"So that's what happened." 

Letomar removed the replay after figuring out the method Felix used to sneak past the players. 

"I got to admit, it truly worked quite well." 

He praised as he showed that the alliance members had already reached three kilometers away from 

him, believed that he should have arrived there. 

But in reality? Felix had already reached his destination! 

He stood near a wall that was a kilometer away from the center of the maze. Then, he started climbing it 

quickly until he reached the peak. 

'There you are.' Felix smirked faintly as he touched the silver nail that was attached to the wall! 

Before the camera could change the angle to show what he was holding, Felix transmuted into 

electricity and entered the wire! 

The camera automatically followed him, showing that he had suddenly emerged on the peak of another 

wall! 

"This...!" 

Letomar and the viewers were shocked to see that the wall was connected to the path leading to the 

center! 

In a sense, he had already arrived at the center almost instantaneously by using the wire path! 

Without it, he would have needed to walk at least two kilometers due to the complexity of the paths! 



"This is a bit scary." 

"Don't tell me he already planned to use the wire path like this from the start instead of an escape route 

like we thought?" 

"I believe he created it for both reasons." 

"His mind truly works in a different way!" 

The viewers truly felt a bit frightened when they kept seeing how Felix's plans came along perfectly. 

'F*ck, I thought they will chase after me.' 

Meanwhile, Felix couldn't help but curse in his mind after he noticed WowexNero standing before the 

gate that was covered in a coat of mud! 

Felix knew that the alliance would have left one or two to protect the gate and he already had a plan in 

mind to deal with them. 

However, WowefxNero were different due to their dragon breath and earth elemental manipulation. 

They were the best at wasting time, especially when they had already created a muddy environment, 

allowing them to manifest abilities from a distance almost instantaneously! 

Since the mud had almost covered the entire open field, Felix knew his mobility would be hindered 

immensely. 

As for throwing bombs at the gate? They would be devoured by the muddy coat, making them unable to 

explode! 

This left Felix at his wit's end! 

'I have at best 30 seconds to exit the maze before others rush here after they signal them.' Felix knitted 

his eyebrows, 'With their defensive preparations, my previous plans are now useless.' 

"I don't want to be in Landlord's position right now." Letomar commentated, "WowexNero's abilities 

truly counter his elements heavily." 

Felix already knew this. 

His poison abilities would be easily blocked by the mud while his destructive lightning abilities would 

merely blow the mud into smaller pieces but not get completely rid of it. 

As for attacking WowefxNero personally? He understood that he didn't possess a single ability to kill 

them! 

That's right! 

In his practice runs, he made fight simulations against an AI dummy that was almost a perfect copy of 

WowefxNero. 

Everything that they showed in the games was installed in the dummy. 



As he fought the copy, Felix had realized that he could never win a one vs one no matter what 

technique, ability, combo, or strategy was used! 

They were Invincible against him! 

Using Poison from afar? It wouldn't work against their Dragon Breath. 

Using it upclose as he did with Flame Bearer? It wouldn't work as well because their reversed dragon's 

scale was on their back, which was protected by their f*cking shell! 

Lightning or physical attacks also failed because of their unbreakable shell and their dragon scales that 

absorb most of the force. 

Usually, Felix would come up with a unique method to break their invincibility somehow or someway. 

Alas, he truly tried everything and failed in those practice runs. 

The fact that he didn't even manage to kill an outdated version of WowefxNero was enough proof that 

he would fail yet again to harm the real deal. 

So, his plan was to avoid fighting them and simply focus on winning the game. 

He didn't give a shit about a fair fight. 

In his eyes, winning the bet for Lady Sphinx and the elders came as a priority! 

'I may not have enough strength to hurt him but the nuke will do the trick.' 

Felix narrowed his eyes dangerously as he came up with a plan that would guarantee him the win if he 

pulled it off successfully! 

It was extremely risky since If it failed, he would have no choice but to use the surrender coupon or 

perish! 

Chapter 642 - Wits Over Fists I 

After taking a few more seconds to think of his plan thoroughly and split it into phases, Felix nodded his 

head slightly to express his readiness. 

Then, he beamed a cubic black bomb and rolled a wire on it. 

Felix peeked again with one eye and saw that WowefxNero were still focusing on filling up the center 

with mud while glancing around them from time to time. 

He waited a few more seconds for the perfect opportunity then activated his supersonic mode as he 

exposed himself in the open! 

Whoosh!! 

Felix leaned forward and sprinted on the straight path as fast as he could to gain momentum! 

Before WowefxNero could respond to the noise of electricity, Felix hurled the bomb in the air, aiming at 

above the gate specifically! 



Just as the bomb was going to cross the gate, Felix transmuted himself into electricity and entered the 

wire before emerging instantly next to the bomb! 

'LIGHTNING CALL!!' 

Felix lifted his hands in the air and summoned the mega thundercloud right above him and the gate! 

The entire sequence happened so fast, neither WowefxNero nor the viewers managed to react before 

the thundercloud had already formed! 

RUMBLE RUMBLE!! 

Thunderclaps resounded boomingly in the maze, forcing every player to turn around and gaze at the 

mesmerizing grey clouds with a stupefied expression. 

No one dared to believe their eyes but the rumbling noise of thunder made them swallow their intense 

emotions and accept this unbelievable situation! 

'RETUURN TO THE CENTER NOOWW!!!' Bloodrites roared with veins popping in his neck. 

He wanted nothing more but to slay the party that f*cked up and allowed Felix to sneak back to the 

center, but he reeled in his murderous emotions and simply sprinted as fast as he could towards the 

center. 

Disfigured Beauty and the rest also didn't say anything as they focused all their attention on their speed. 

However, their ugly expressions made it obvious to their fans that they were beyond pissed! 

Rumble Rumble! 

Meanwhile, the lightning bolts had just begun raining down on the field, creating a truly breathtaking 

scene but horrifying nevertheless! 

'Cover us!' Nero ordered as he withdrew his head inside his shell. 

Wowef lifted his palm that was spewing mud and manifested a large hardened umbrella! 

He connected its base with the mud field, making it possible to regenerate almost immediately every 

time a lighting bolt landed on it! 

Thud Thud! 

It sure worked like the perfect shield, leaving WowefxNero to focus on Felix, who was still suspended in 

mid-air. 

How exactly? He used his electrical pull ability on the nearest opposite walls, then he manipulated the 

lightning arcs to move from his palms into his waist. 

This freed his hands, allowing him to move on to the 2nd phase of his plan. 

Felix covered his hands in a small pitch-black poisonous mist, then he beamed two bombs in his hands! 

The mist automatically covered the bombs, making it almost impossible to discern their shape even with 

vision abilities! 



After all, his pitch-black inducement was so dark, it was able to absorb the light! 

'Oh no!' 

Wowef's heart skipped a beat in fear at the scary implication of Felix throwing unknown bombs at them! 

How would they know which one was a nuke and which one was a weak bomb? 

'Get your shit together, bombs are useless in our mud field!' Nero screamed at Wowef as he prepared to 

breathe his dragon flames at Felix! 

In his eyes, the best defense is offense! Felix's current position made it obvious that he would have a 

difficult time dodging his dragon breath! 

However, before he could commit, his eyes widened in shock after spotting Felix hurl one bomb after 

another at areas that were recently struck by lightning bolts!!! 

Only now, did Nero understand Felix's wicked plan by using Lightning Call! 

Phew Phew!! 

Alas, it was already too late. 

Because Felix was in supersonic mode, WowefxNero and the viewers could only stare with shaken spirits 

at the sight of him pitching bombs akin to a machinegun!! 

5..10...15...20! 

Before they could spot a bomb, they see two others flying in another direction! 

He was emptying his entire inventory on the field! 

The scariest part was that all of them were covered with the poisonous mist! 

'TRY TO BLOCK THEM!!' Nero shouted at Wowef as he pulled a deep breath until his throat had bloated 

up! 

Then, he didn't hesitate to breathe crimson deadly fire at Felix! 

Felix didn't even flinch at the incoming hellish flame that could turn him into a burnt toast. 

He simply placed his left arm in front of him and ordered, 'Size Manipulation, left arm, x4!' 

Almost immediately, his arm grew big enough that it had covered his torso, appearing like a meaty 

shield! 

Shshsshs!! 

The instant the fire landed on it, sizzling noises began to resound in the area, resembling chicken getting 

fried! 

'Mmmmmmm!!!' 

Felix bit his lips as hard as he could while his eyes had already turned bloodshot from the agonizing pain 

of having his arm getting burnt to crisp! 



The viewers drew a cold breath at the scene, feeling like their arm hurt just by seeing it happen. 

"Landlord needs to retreat! The moment his arm get turned to ash, the fire would reach him!" 

BOOOM, boom!, BBBOOOM!!... 

Letomar managed to announce only this comment before his voice was completely engulfed in a 

symphony of mismatched explosions!!! 

The bombs were finally set off! 

The viewers instantly switched their focus to the sheer beauty of such colorful chaos and anarchy! 

Booooom! 

Nero was forced to stop his dragon breath after a superior sound bomb had exploded somewhat 

nearby! 

The shockwaves were strong enough that it blew both of his eardrums as well as Wowef's! 

'F****ck!!' He touched his bleeding ear as he cursed painfully. 

It was rare for them to feel pain due to their almost perfect defenses. Alas, ears and eyes always 

remained soft spots for almost everyone. 

'Glad it worked.' Asna wiped her sweaty forehead after seeing that Felix was finally given a break. 

She knew that he threw his last superior sound bomb at the nearest exposed area to them because it 

was going to cause some damage unlike the rest of his bombs. 

'Argh!...' Felix groaned painfully as he cut off his own arm willingly. 

It was beyond saving and would merely waste his time if he tried to heal it. 

After he sliced it, he closed the wound and observed the mayhem below. 

What a mayhem it was. 

There were bombs that kept spreading chilling blue air, freezing the bits of mud around them. Some of 

them had spread flammable liquids before igniting them, creating raging fire! 

There was even a bomb that actually left behind hundreds of brown vines moving like snakes. 

Yet, the weirdest bomb of them all was the Time Slowing Bomb. 

Felix had gotten one after opening an epic chest found by Pengfu. 

Right now, it was displaying its amazing effect as its explosion had created a big transparent sphere. 

Inside of it, everything besides the lightning bolts was moving at a snail pace. 

Felix glanced at WowefxNero, who seemed to be focusing on healing their eardrums, then he beamed 

the hectagon-shaped golden bomb. 

Naturally, it was hidden as well with his poisonous mist. 



However, WowefxNero instinct screamed at them to escape the moment their eyes landed on it. 

Such a great terror comes only from experience. Everyone had experienced the horrifying results of the 

nuke going off! 

"He brought out the nuke!" 

Letomar commented with widened eyes after outlining the bomb shape inside the mist for the viewers. 

The quick-witted viewers couldn't help but frown their eyebrows in confusion at Felix's decision. 

In their eyes, he had the perfect chance to sneak the bomb with the rest of his inventory instead of 

doing it now. 

They could see that WowefxNero was starting to gather mud next to them, wanting to capture the 

bomb at all cost. 

'The same trick won't work twice on us.' Nero squinted his eyes in focus at Felix's hand, waiting for him 

to hurl it! 

Unfortunately for them, Felix didn't throw the bomb but actually placed it in front of his extended arm 

that had already turned into an electricity railgun! 

Before anyone could react, Felix flicked the bomb gently. 

Booom! 

The bomb disappeared out of sight, leaving behind only a stunning illuminating golden beam! 

WowefxNero weren't given even a split second to react before the bomb had already connected itself 

with the ground! 

'IT'S NOT OVER! HE MUST HAVE GIVEN HIMSELF SOME TIME TO ESCAPE THE BLAST ZONE!' Nero yelled 

with an agitated tone to remind Wowef! 

This time Wowef didn't blackout or lose focus! He didn't even need Nero's reminder! 

He swiftly ordered the nearest blown-out portions of mud to aim at the bomb, hoping to detach it from 

the surface! 

'It can't be...' 

Sadly, Felix was always ten steps ahead of everyone... 

Even the viewers didn't know how to react to Felix's ingenious plan. 

They could only stare with mouth agape at the bomb being placed in the center of the time-slowing 

transparent sphere! 

The controlled mud could be seen heading towards the bomb at a snail's pace. 

Everyone realized the shocking fact that by the time the mud reach the bomb, the transparent sphere 

would have already disappeared. 



No matter what Wowef tried to do to increase the mud's speed, it didn't work out since Time itself was 

slowed. 

Nothing was faster than Time... 

Chapter 643 - Wits Over Fists II 

Knowing that the transparent sphere had only a four seconds duration made WowefxNero realize that 

the game was doomed for them. 

The Time Slowing bomb had gone off for three seconds now, leaving only one second before it expire. 

It was impossible for them to capture the bomb in that duration or escape from the range of the 

explosion. 

Why? 

Because Felix made sure to set up the timer of the bomb to only one second before launching it! 

Right now, the timer appeared to be frozen at 0.2 seconds! 

'We have been had...' 

Hopeless and dispirited, Wowef and Nero lifted their heads and saw that Felix had already pulled 

himself to the wall by using the lightning arc attached to him. 

Then, he dropped on the ground and took off inside the nearest path to him. 

Just as he was about to reach the corner, Felix turned one last time and gave a peace sign to 

WowefxNero with a faint smirk. 

'This shameless prick!' 

Only now did it dawn on them why Felix had thrown the bomb inside the time slowing dome. 

If he didn't do so, he wouldn't have been given the time to retreat while at the same time making sure 

that WowefxNero were going nowhere. 

If he had sneaked the bomb with the others earlier, there was a small chance that Wowef could have 

caught it just like he did with a few bombs. 

In addition, he would have been forced to set the bomb to a couple of seconds to give himself some 

time to escape. 

After all, he couldn't use transmutation under the lightning storm because his wire would snap almost 

immediately. 

If WowefxNero saw Felix escape, they wouldn't hesitate to do the same, taking advantage of those few 

seconds! 

Everything had been taken into account by Felix! 

'Well played.' Nero couldn't help but chuckle in derision to himself before requesting in his mind, 

'Activate the surrender coupon.' 



The moment he finished his sentence, the transparent dome disappeared at once, returning that zone 

into the same wavelength of Time. 

The frozen 0.2 seconds finally moved, reaching zero almost instantaneously! 

'Faster faster!' 

'Just hold on a little guys!' 

'We are almost th....' 

The ongoing telepathic communication between the other players had gone silent the moment they saw 

the sudden emergence of a growing white mushroom in the center of the maze. 

Booooom! 

Before they could gather their thoughts, the thunderous explosion followed shortly after! 

Thankfully, they were still a few hundred meters away, helping them avoid getting their ears blown up 

again. 

Too bad, no one felt even slightly pleased by finally seeing the 2nd nuke go off without killing them. 

They knew that if Felix had been eliminated by the explosion, they would have gotten notification of 

their contract breaking. 

Instead, the only notification they received was...'Your allies WowefxNero have been eliminated from 

the game.' 

The last guardian in front of the gate had been removed... 

When they saw the explosion disappearing at once, it finally clicked in their minds that Felix was the 

only one near the unprotected gate!! 

"I REFUSE TO ACCEPT THIS!!" Maddened, Bloodrites howled with his face flushed red as he restarted his 

sprint! 

'He might be wounded heavily!' 

'It's not over yet!' 

Disfigured Beauty, The Traitor, Battlegod Orca, Hebra, and even Pengfu! 

None of them remained in their places or let despair take over them! 

Alas, in the eyes of the viewers, their final attempts resembled half-dead men trying to draw their last 

breaths. 

When Bloodrites and the rest made it finally to the center, they also felt the same. 

How could they not when the first thing they saw was Felix taking his first step inside the humongous 

gate? 



When Felix spotted them appearing one by one from the paths, he gave them a cheeky wink before 

wishing, "Better luck next game." 

Then, he swaggered through the gate, leaving the players to feel like absolute shit. 

"F*******ck!!" 

Bloodrites was the first to break down, feeling like his heart and blood were set ablaze after recalling 

Felix's wink and the threat he gave him in his first fight. 

The fact that everyone had seen him act tough just to have his ass handed to him was truly one of the 

most humiliating experiences he had gone through. 

Too bad, the Queen didn't care about his wounded self-esteem as she announced throughout the entire 

maze. 

>Congratulation to the Champion Landlord for being the first player to leave the maze!< 

The moment this announcement echoed twice, Felix and the dispirited players had been healed back to 

peak form and teleported to the stadium, marking the unexpected conclusion of this game! 

"GOD OF THUNDER!" 

"I love you, Landlord!!" 

"PRIDE OF THE HUMAN RACE!!" 

"Nine wins in row eight more to go!!" 

The moment Felix opened up his eyes, he found himself basking under his fans' feverish cheers and 

applauses that boomed throughout the entire stadium! 

The cameras focused on some humans, showing that all of them were screaming with flushed cheeks or 

tearing up with ugly laughs. 

Time after time, no matter how hard it got, Felix had brought a well-needed win to the human race as a 

whole! 

To win against high-ranked players in the Universal Platform was almost a foreign concept to the human 

race. 

After all, there were only a few bloodliners representing them and they rarely take part in those games. 

Sometimes, tens of years go by and not a single human player participate in platnuim+ games! 

So, to see Felix kicking the other snobbish races' ass consistently and in such a short period of time was 

the same as giving every human a high dose of dopamine equals taking the best drugs in the universe! 

Letomar didn't let Felix's fans steal the light from him for too long as he brought the mic near his lips and 

shouted at the top of his voice, "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! YOUR CHAMPION! THE 

UNDEFEATED!...LAAAANDLOOOORD!!" 

WOOAH!!! Clap Clap... 



Felix's fans were already screaming until their throat started to hurt, but still, the noise went up a few 

octaves due to some spectators from the other races, joining in the fun. 

Although they weren't humans, they still could appreciate a good game! Felix did one hell of a job to 

give them the entertainment that they paid for! 

Alas, only a minority of viewers felt this way. 

Just like Flame Bearer's fans. 

They were truly unwilling to accept seeing a mere human gets awarded with a trophy in those high-

ranked games. 

The higher Felix climbed the more unwilling the players and the viewers would accept their defeat at his 

hands. 

Unless humans as entire species improved drastically, Felix would always be discriminated against by 

those egotistical players from superior races in the Alliance. 

That's just how things were in the universe... 

"Haha, I don't know how you did it but I am happy that it was you who won it." 

While Bloodrites, Disfigured Beauty, and the other players didn't bother to remain even a split second in 

the field, Pengfu walked to Felix and congratulated him with a wide smile. 

"Thank you, brother." Felix offered Pengfu a fist pump with an appreciative smile and said humbly, "It 

wouldn't have been possible without our partnership." 

"Haha, cut the crap." Pengfu bumped his fist with Felix as he joked, "If that was the case, you wouldn't 

have proposed to break our partnership." 

"Cough, I just didn't want to ruin your chances of winning by holding you back." 

Felix said shamelessly, not wanting to admit that he did it because he would never be able to sneak back 

to the center with Pengfu being with him. 

"I will be damned if I believed that." 

Pengfu wasn't an idiot to believe him but he didn't want to ruin Felix's victory with questions. 

So, he congratulated him one last time and teleported outside of the stadium. 

After he left, WowefxNero walked to Felix with two different expressions. 

While Nero was composed, Wowef was sobbing loudly with tears and snot ruining his visage. 

'What's up?' Felix asked while sizing them up. 

Nero looked at Felix's calm face and wanted nothing more than bash his teeth in. 

As a proud dragon, he also inherited their pride, making him unable to accept losing in a such manner. 

What's worse, he knew that he could have easily destroyed Felix in one vs one. 



'Don't feel too cocky human.' Nero narrowed his eyes dangerously as he proclaimed, 'If it wasn't for the 

bombs, you would have fallen into despair against us.' 

'True.' Felix nodded his head in agreement. 

'What?' Nero was startled by his agreement to his taunt. 

He really thought that Felix would mock him that he was just being a sore loser or start boasting that he 

won with his brain instead of fists. 

'Until we meet again guys.' Felix smiled faintly as he promised, 'Next time we meet, I will break your 

shell with my own fists. I will make sure of it.' 

The moment he finished his piece, Felix broke into light particles while waving his hand to his fans. 

Letomar didn't even bother to stop him or make a fool of himself by begging him to stay for the award 

ceremony. 

He simply sent him off with one final passionate commentary, "WE AWAIT YOUR RETURN IN THIS 

GLORIOUS STAGE!" 

"We await your return our lord!"..."We await your return our lord!"..."We await your return our lord!" 

Leader Emma and the fans immediately started chanting it harmoniously, creating a serene scene in the 

stadium with all the white lights flashing around. 

Unbeknownst to the hopeful and excited fans, this was the last time they were going to see Felix in the 

games...At least, for a very long time.... 

Chapter 644 - One Of His Biggest Weaknesses. 

Meanwhile, in the primogenitors' council, a discussion was being held about the ending of two games. 

Felix's game and Saurous's champion game. 

"Saurous, you are quite vocal about their champion when yours got his ass handed to him by Cherufe's 

champion." Erebus snickered mockingly. 

"I have to agree with this perv on this one." Kumiho smiled charmingly as she defended Felix, "It doesn't 

matter what method or external items that cutie used in the games, the only thing that matters is 

clutching the victory." 

The other primogenitors chimed in their own opinion too and most of them backed Felix. 

"All I am saying is that the human will not be lucky next time to have bombs at his disposal to do the job 

for him." Saurous crossed his arms as stood his ground, "Since battle format is more popular, he is 

probably going to pick it in his next game. Let's see how he fares against peak platinum and diamond 

players when he can't even scratch Aspidochelone's champion shell." 

When he rephrased it like this, the primogenitors couldn't help but nod their heads in agreement. 

They had no problems with Felix using his wits and external items to overcome his opponents since it 

was fair game. 



But, they do understand that he had already reached his limit on the ladder. 

That's because the diamond games+ were packed with races from the top ten in the alliance! 

Races like the proud dragons, the heavenly turtles, High elves...etc. 

Based on what they had seen, they knew that Felix lacked the proper offense, defense, and mental 

defense to leave his mark against those beings. 

"I appreciate your concerns over my disciple's future, but we know what we are doing." Thor stopped 

their discussion at once with a single sentence. 

"Old turtle, stop moping already. It's just two monoliths." 

Lady Sphinx changed the subject since she also didn't like hearing them talk about Felix. 

"I should have listened to my gut feeling and rejected your crazy bet." Aspidochelone sighed with a 

bitter expression. 

The moment the nuke went off in the game, he felt like his heart had sunk to the bottom of his stomach. 

When he heard his champions surrendering, he lost a tiny portion of his soul. He didn't take losing two 

of his precious monoliths too well. 

He wouldn't have felt this cheated if he just placed other treasures on this game. 

Alas, what's done is done. 

"I expect to see them in the next months." 

Lady Sphinx winked at Aspidochelone before she said her goodbyes to the rest of the primogenitors and 

teleported back to her home with the other two. 

They also didn't want to stay there too long lest the Darkin Faction members start giving them crap 

about Felix's limitations and inability to participate in the yearly event. 

"Little thief, join us after you finish showering." Lady Sphinx said with a sweet smile. 

She was clearly in a good mood after Felix helped her secure two monoliths. 

'Alright.' 

After hearing Felix's agreement, they all returned to the consciousness space and sat down on a table. 

"How was it?" Asna asked with a sadistic smile as she sat with them, "Did you make fun of those Darkin 

Faction bastards?" 

"Not really." Thor said irritatedly. 

"True, even when Felix won and their champion lost, they still kept attacking him." Jörmungandr added. 

"That's to be expected." Lady Sphinx shared, "Unless he completely dominated other champions by 

relying solely on his strength, they will keep repeating the same crap over and over again." 



"Tsk, If I was there, I wouldn't have given them a single chance to open their traps." Asna clicked her 

tongue in criticism. 

She didn't like hearing others badmouth Felix at all. In her eyes, only she had the right to do so. 

"We might take you next time with us." Thor laughed, "I am quite eager to see you ripping them apart." 

Asna raised her eyebrows in surprise as she asked, "Can I actually attend?" 

"Of course, it's just a meeting to watch a game together not a serious gathering." Jörmungandr shared. 

Asna's eyes brightened up in delight at the sound of that. 

"Though, you have to hide your identity." Lady Sphinx mentioned, "It's better for the Darkin Faction 

members to be ignorant about your race." 

It was one thing for neutral primogenitors to find out about Asna and another for their enemies. 

Who knows if they would rat Felix to a Unigin elder? 

"I don't mind doing that at all." Asna grinned, "As long as I can flame those old farts, I am okay with 

anything." 

Seeing her sinister smile made Lady Sphinx and rest feel a bit of anticipation to see that scene. 

Unlike them, Asna didn't care about her appearance at all. So, when they hold back their curses, she 

would not hesitate to insult the living hell of Wendigo and the other two! 

'Is it just I or her emotions are starting to show more and more?' Thor spoke telepathically with the 

other two. 

'I feel the same way.' Jörmungandr chuckled to himself, 'Before, she would laugh her ass off if someone 

insulted or beaten Felix instead of defending him.' 

'How cute.' Lady Sphinx smiled, 'I think we will see some development when she enters the UVR and 

meets him.' 

"What are you guys doing?" 

Seeing them go silent as they started to eye her weirdly made Asna a bit suspicious. 

"Cough, nothing." 

"Look, Felix has finished showering." 

Thor and Jörmungandr immediately changed the subject, not wanting to provoke her with their 

conversation. 

They knew that Asna would instantly lose her shit if they ever brought out the fact that she caught some 

feelings for Felix. 

In a few moments, Felix had entered his consciousness space and went to sit with them at their table. 



Before he could say anything, Lady Sphinx stood up and gave him a long gentle kiss on his cheek, 

stunning him and the others at once. 

"You, you, you..." Agitated, Asna pointed her finger at Lady Sphinx with flushed cheeks, not able to even 

spit out a single sentence. 

"Tsk, lucky dog." 

"Where is mine?" 

Meanwhile, both Thor and Jörmungandr showed an envious expression as they eyed the shellshocked 

Felix. 

"Thank you for winning this game." Lady Sphinx smiled as she returned to her seat, "I have secured two 

more monoliths at once thanks to you." 

"I am just doing my part master." 

Upon hearing so, Felix broke out of his daze and coughed a bit embarrassed, feeling too overwhelmed. 

A kiss from Lady Sphinx was truly divine even if it was just on his cheeks. He still couldn't get rid of the 

sensation of her soft lips, touching his cheek. 

Still, he reeled in his emotions, knowing that it was the same as a mother's kiss. 

"You have no idea what it means for me to get my hands on those two monoliths." Lady Sphinx looked 

at him and promised, "So, you can ask for anything and I will try my best to get it done." 

"Really?" Felix was startled by her offer. 

He truly didn't expect that he would be getting anything from her since it was his duty to win a 

champion's game. 

After all, he was representing all of his masters, and he didn't want to shame them in front of their 

enemies. 

They believed him and gave him their most precious gift in the universe. Even Lady Sphinx had given him 

a high-quality devourer's heart that was desirable even by primogenitors! Not mentioning other 

benefits. 

In his eyes, no matter what he did, he would never pay them back for their generosity. 

"You better ask for something while I am still in a good mood." Lady Sphinx said as she created a book in 

her hand. 

The moment Felix saw the book, he knew that she wasn't messing around. 

So, he stopped acting shy and requested with a serious tone, "I need something to help me grow my 

elemental energy capacity." 

Since he was told to ask for anything, Felix decided to take advantage of this opportunity to deal with 

one of his biggest weaknesses! 



In this game, he barely won by relying on bombs and Asna's emergency tank. 

Hell, when he stepped into the maze's exit, he had only 6% left in his tank! 

One shouldn't forget that Asna's emergency tank allowed Felix to have 500% extra on his original tank! 

If he participated in the Bomber Bomber game without it, he would have been out the moment he dealt 

with Flame Bearer! 

"True, your energy capacity is a priority." 

Thor and the rest nodded their heads in agreement, knowing that Felix would not be able to rely on 

Asna's emergency tank anymore in the games. 

After all, she would join the UVR in two weeks at most. 

"Increasing energy capacity..hmm." Lady Sphinx sized up Felix a couple of times before giving him the 

bad news, "I can help you out, but no matter what I did, it will always be just temporary and limited 

since it's not a natural increase." 

In other words, Felix would end up with the same problem sooner or later even with Lady Sphinx's help. 

"I see." Felix sighed, not liking the sound of that one bit. 

He wanted a permanent solution that would make him forget about his energy capacity for a very long 

time. 

Lady Sphinx didn't like seeing him dejected when he had just secured her two priceless monoliths. 

So, she looked at Thor and Jörmungandr and stated telepathically, 'I think it's time that he learns one of 

the benefits of entering the 3rd stage of elemental manipulation.' 

Thor and Jörmungandr's eyes widened in surprise for a bit at her proposal. But, when they thought 

about it, they realized that she was right. 

'Hmmm, since he is heading to Jörmungandr's galaxy later to increase his poison affinity, he will manage 

to master the 2nd stage of manipulation in a year or two.' Thor agreed, 'I see no problem telling him 

now.' 

'Agreed.' Jörmungandr nodded his head in support. 

Upon hearing their confirmation, Lady Sphinx looked at Felix with a serious expression and said, "Little 

thief, how much you know about neutral elemental energy?" 

Chapter 645 - Neutral Energy And Elemental Energy. 

"Huh?" Felix was confused by her sudden question. 

But after seeing the seriousness on the primogenitors' expression, he answered truthfully, "I know that 

neutral elemental energy is in every planet, star, meteor, and other cosmic entities." 

"Usually, this energy adapts to the environment it was in. If it was in a volcanic environment, the energy 

transforms into Fire, Earth, and Magma energy." 



"If the environment is too cold, it transforms into wind, water, fog, and ice energy." 

"After a long period of time passes, this unique type of elemental energy gets filled inside stones, rocks, 

tree trunks, and other objects surrounding that environment. This gives birth to elemental stones and 

such, the things we use to recover our elemental energy." 

Felix pondered for a while and added, "Naturally, this process happens only in environments that are 

too extreme and absolutely unliveable. That's why, Planets like Earth never gave birth to those types of 

elemental stones, since the neutral energy remained static throughout its lifespan." 

Lady Sphinx nodded her head in approval and corrected him, "It's not that your planet never gave birth 

to elemental stones, it's just that it is impossible for you to extract them since they are at least hundreds 

to thousands of kilometers under the surface." 

Felix immediately figured out that she was speaking about fire and magma elemental stones! 

After all, the environment at such a level was indeed too extreme and that meant the possibility of 

magma and fire stones emerging down there. 

Because it was so difficult to bore through the planet's crust and mine those stones hundreds of 

kilometers beneath, almost no one bothers doing so. 

It was too expensive and the profits would not justify the dangers and expenses for this endeavor. 

That's why most mining companies target planets with extreme environments with a chance of them 

having elemental stones on their surfaces. 

"Why do you think almost all races can't absorb elemental energy from the environment directly even if 

they had high affinity?" Lady Sphinx asked him. 

Felix thought about it for a second and answered her with the most famous and approved theory in the 

universe, "Because no one can beat nature when it comes to absorbing elemental energy. The moment 

neutral energy gets turned into elemental energy, the environment starts sucking it in until nothing is 

left in the open." 

"As I mentioned, after a long period of time, a mine appears in that area due to all the absorbed energy 

throughout the thousands of years." 

"If that environment remains untouched for millions to billions of years, there is a very slim chance of 

elemental spirits being born." 

"Correct." Lady Sphinx approved without correction this time. Still, she added, "That's why no one can 

beat nature in absorption. Because the universe had programmed it to desire gaining consciousness." 

"Even primogenitors can't beat it." Jörmungandr confessed with a chuckle. 

"It can't be!" Felix was shocked at the sound of that. 

Primogenitors of elements, the real first elementalists in the universe can't absorb their own elements 

out in the open? What kind of twisted joke is that? 



"Even though we can't beat nature in the absorption of elemental energy, we can absorb neutral energy 

just fine and transform it into our own elemental energy." Thor disclosed casually, "Why do you think 

we devour planets during our cosmic journies?" 

Upon hearing so, Felix recalled seeing Jörmungandr devouring an entire blue planet that resembled 

Earth in one gulp! 

Only now did he truly understand that he was hunting for neutral energy instead of food! 

Habitable planets like Earth were the ones with the most neutral energy since they lacked extreme 

environments!! 

'My masters are genocidal.' 

Felix was left speechless at the thought, not wanting to imagine how many lives had been lost to fill up 

his masters' energy tank during their journies! 

"Don't lump me up with those two idiots." Lady Sphinx said, "I never needed to eat an entire planet to 

recover my energy since I can't reach the same size as them. Plus, unlike them, I was never interested in 

those journies to look for our meaning in life." 

Seeing that Felix had bought her words, Thor didn't want his student to favor Lady Sphinx over them. 

"Don't believe her crap! When we were journeying to the universe, it was almost empty at that time. So, 

we never devoured a planet with civilization in it." Thor snickered as he exposed her, "On the other 

hand, the number of people who died because of her is unfathomable." 

Jörmungandr nodded his head in agreement, not caring about pissing Lady Sphinx. 

They were in survival mode and they didn't want Felix to change his view of them lest it affects his 

training. 

After all, they knew that humans were sentimental. 

"It's true." Lady Sphinx didn't even bother to hide it as she confessed casually, "Everyone who died at my 

hands was for the sake of knowledge. They were honored and grateful to be part of my experiments." 

"Does any of you have a problem with it?" Lady Sphinx asked as she squinted her eyes at all of them. 

Seeing the atmosphere getting colder and colder, they answered one by one. 

"Cough, some sacrifices were needed for knowledge." 

"Agreed." 

"Thank you for your service master." 

All of them chickened out immediately. 

Eee Eee! 

Seeing them avoiding Lady Sphinx's eyes, Nimo grinned in delight as he kept rubbing his head with Lady 

Sphinx's bosom. 



No one messes with Mama Sphinx! 

"Now that you have inherited both of those two idiots' perfect elemental manipulations, you are also 

capable of absorbing neutral energy and transforming it into either poison or lightning energy. This 

process is called, The Conversion." Lady Sphinx disclosed. 

"You just need to reach the 3rd stage of elemental manipulation and they will teach you how." 

"Really?!" Felix's eyes brightened immediately at the sound of that. 

Having the ability to recover energy without requiring stones was a dream that he never thought was 

possible! 

After all, even other superior races couldn't do it! 

This meant in the games, Felix would be the only one with such a capability! 

"Naturally, it will be a difficult and time-consuming process due to your garbage affinity. But since you 

will be heading to one of Jörmungandr's best poisonous spots, your affinity will get boosted immensely, 

helping you reach the peak of 2nd stage of manipulation in no time." 

Lady Sphinx added with a smile, "When that happens, I will help you with all sorts of potions so you can 

master The Conversion method even faster." 

Upon hearing so, Felix immediately bowed his head to Lady Sphinx, Jörmungandr, and Thor. 

He could see that they were truly taking care of him. 

He didn't care if they were doing so for revenge against Darkin Faction or because he was winning bets 

for Lady Sphinx. 

The only thing that mattered to him was that he was getting stronger faster than ever only thanks to 

them. 

That's an undeniable truth! 

"I suggest you give up on joining any other individual game for the upcoming years." Thor said sternly. 

"Was planning on doing so." Felix nodded his head in understanding. 

It was to be expected since he really couldn't be competitive without Asna's emergency tank. 

In addition, he needed to work on his other weaknesses. 

WowefxNero had exposed that he didn't have what it took to face the players in diamond+ games. 

In addition, in diamond games artifacts were allowed, this signified that players like The Executioner 

would receive a massive boost in strength if they used powerful katanas instead of wind blades! 

Or Mentalists like Bug Officials given the opportunity to bolster their defenses with armor suits or such! 

Felix still didn't have a real mastery of any sort of a weapon, don't even mention owning one! 



This time, Felix knew that he needed not just months of training but years to actually make some visible 

improvements if he wanted to be competitive. 

From the moment he woke up in this timeline, he was increasing his strength like he was riding a rocket. 

He was about to turn merely 21 years old yet he had already reached universal platinum games and was 

about to face diamond-ranked players! 

No one in the entire universe could claim to be younger than Felix while having such achievements! 

All the players he was facing were adults with centuries of time under their belt. 

Even WowefxNero were three hundred years old since their lifespan could reach up to hundreds of 

thousands of years. 

That's why the Darkin faction members were weirded out when they heard that Felix would be joining a 

game so soon. 

They knew that he was way too young and if Jörmungandr was smart, he should take a few years to 

prepare him thoroughly before sending him back to the platform. 

After all, there was no time limit or something forcing them to participate. 

After spending a few minutes more with them, Felix left the consciousness space. 

There were many things that needed to be handled. 

The first one was actually checking on his earnings from the game! 

Chapter 646 - Mercenary Guilds I 

He had yet to do so since he entered his consciousness space the moment he finished showering. 

After voicing his request, the Queen displayed a holographic list of his winnings: 

//>Winning Wish 

>Total Streaming Revenue (1%): 290 Billion SC(With Taxes) 

> Unique Title: None 

> Ancient Ruins Map 

> A Legendary Game Points Pouch: 4000GP 

>Game Points collected: 6200GP // 

"Neat." Felix smirked with a satisfied expression after he saw his streaming revenue. 

In his previous game, he only earned 150 Billion SC! 

Such an increase was natural due to his fans raiding the venue plus the tickets prices being too 

overpriced. 



This earning didn't include what he would be getting from the stream recordings, highlights posted on 

websites, and such. 

Anything that had his face and got shared by another party guaranteed Felix a part of the profit by the 

Queen. 

Not to forget his merch and businesses. 

This meant Felix's bank account was always getting filled up passively. 

As for the unique title, neither Felix nor other players bothered to ask about it. 

This was going to be a normal occurrence in high-ranked games since no one had the time or the 

strength to aim for a title when it was already extremely hard to secure the win. 

Although Felix had gotten multiple unique titles, he almost never aimed to get them. It's just his crazy-

ass plans that seem up the ally of the MCs, who create those insane challenges. 

That's why he neither asked for it nor for the MVP title. 

Right now, Felix was more unhappy with the number of his game points gathered than the unique title. 

What he feared was starting to happen. 

He already knew that the higher he climbed the harder it would be for him to get game points due to 

the difficulty of eliminating other players. 

This meant, the only way to get those points was through pouches or finishing objectives in the game. 

He wasn't stupid to focus on those things instead of securing the win. 

"Might as well use the x2 Game Points Coupon." 

Although he wasn't pleased, Felix knew that he would be getting even fewer game points in his 

upcoming game. 

Since individual coupons couldn't be used on planetary games, he was left with no choice but to use it 

now. 

'Queen, please use the x2 Game Points Coupon on the earning of this game." Felix requested. 

'Are you certain?' 

'Yes.' 

Upon receiving his confirmation, the coupon disappeared from Felix's inventory and what was left 

behind was an additional 6200 GP in his account. 

"I have now 32k. I should check on the prize pool before they empty it out." 

Usually, Felix would check the prize pool the moment he leave the stadium so he could secure as many 

good items as possible. 

After all, they get sold in the blink of an eye in the Ivy League, earning him even more game points. 



"It seems like everyone is broke." Felix murmured after he saw that there were still plenty of good items 

in stock. 

Without further ado, he spent all of his capital on securing artifacts like infinity gauntlet and rare 

potions. 

He wasn't planning on keeping any of them since they didn't fit his fighting style at all. 

After he was done, he closed the prize pool and requested the Queen to display his profile. 

//Name of the participant: Unpaid Landlord_6996 

Age: ??? 

Address: ??? 

Integration Level: ??? 

SG Platform: Universal Individual Supremacy Games. 

Rank: Mid-Tier Platinum 

Games Played: 009 

Wins: 009 

Loss: 000 

Win streak: 009 (click to obtain rewards) 

Loss Streak: 000 

Eliminations: 063// 

Felix ignored everything else and pressed on his win-streak icon. 

Unfortunately for him, this time all the five coupons were common. 

'At least I got one-tier Advancement Coupon.' 

Felix used it at once, pushing his rank to high-tier in platinum. 

Then, he closed his profile interface and opened a hologram with daily news in the Milky Way Galaxy. 

As he expected, his victory was trending in most news outlets. When Felix read some articles and 

comments, he couldn't help but snicker to himself. 

[Praise your Lord and Savior! Landlord, the only current player that actually is giving the human race 

some face!] +178,478,455,445 Upvote. 

[I am glad to be an OG fan of my Lord! I followed him since his first-ever game.] +478,455,441 Upvote. 

No one was talking crap about him anymore! 

Everyone was praising him and glorifying his name like he was the chosen one or something. 



If someone dared to badmouth him, he would get raided by thousands of comments and downvotes 

until the system automatically delete it! 

However, there were still a lot of questions and theories about his lightning abilities. 

The majority believed that he had used another lightning bloodline in his 3rd replacement but some 

were doubtful about it. 

[Something is fishy about his newest lightning abilities. Lightning Shield, Lightning Whips, weak ass 

magnet? Give me a break, even an epic tier 3 bloodliner offer better abilities than those.] 

[I'm glad some people are noticing it. Everyone is too scared to ask questions nowadays about 

Landlord.] 

[Preach! It's impossible for the Phantom Organization to replace a Mythical bloodline with a garbage 

one with such weak-ass abilities.] 

[Since you guys are clearly geniuses in the comment section, can you tell us exactly how he got those 

abilities?] 

The moment this question was brought up, no one responded to it with a legit answer supported by 

logic. 

Naturally, there were some who wrote that he was using lightning manipulation, but all of them were 

perceived as clowns for suggesting this and had their comment get downvoted until it was deleted. 

Two manipulations? Humans were still having wet dreams about getting just one! 

In their eyes, it was a miracle that the Organization managed to get Felix poison manipulation somehow! 

"The big dogs should be more believing than those people but they will require evidence." Felix 

scratched his cheek as he closed the comment sections. He glanced at his inbox and saw that it was 

packed with emails from no other than them! 

The Galactical Army, Superpowers from the Bardot Empire, The Anti-Royalty Alliance, and famous 

Bloodline Clans. 

All wanting to reach him and know if he had used another lightning bloodline or it was lightning 

manipulation. 

Too bad, Felix ghosted all their asses, sending them a single reply. 

-Classified, please talk with the Organization's Leader.- 

He did so while having his other persona's email offline, so he would get annoyed by them. 

Doubtful or suspicious, Felix didn't give a crap since he had his Phantom Organization to take the fall for 

anything weird he does. 

So he deleted those emails and focused on articles about other interesting stuff. 

Upon noticing that nothing out of the ordinary had happened, he closed all the tabs and asked, 'Queen, 

will I get another layer in the data center unlocked if I used my recent wish?' 



'Yes.' 

'Hmmm, is it worth it though?' 

Felix thought about it for a second before coming to a decision. 

'Please use it.' He requested. 

Having a wish sure can come in handy sometimes but Felix already had a few of them for emergencies. 

It was better to use the last one to gain more access to the UVR's data center. 

Correct information was too important for him. 

After the Queen informed him that it was done, Felix immediately requested to highlight all the 

previously locked data whenever he scrolled the network. 

For example, if he searched for information about a unique creature, this time he would be getting 

access to some of its hidden details. 

The first thing he typed in the search bar was -Details about Unique Void Creatures- 

Since he was going to deal with them in the next months, it was better to get any kind of information 

about them. 

Unfortunately, the search results were quite disappointing as they didn't mention all seven unique void 

creatures. 

There was only news about Symboiates, Gelatinous Cubes, and Annihilation Fiends. Besides what he 

already knew, there wasn't much new added. 

He didn't know if there was truly no information about the other four Sin Void Creatures or his access 

was still falling a bit short. 

'Whatever, it's not like I will encounter them in the Guardian Empire." 

Felix deleted the search bar and wrote this time about the known trillions of void creatures that invade 

the matter universe. 

Those were his true targets in his journey! 

-The quickest method to slay elite void creatures!- 

-How to escape detection from low-born void creatures!- 

-How to use the compressor cannon to optimize your hunt and increase your points!- 

-What type of missions should a newbie mercenary pick to avoid getting killed on his first day?- 

Felix clicked on every article that drew his interest and started reading them all at once without 

analyzing them at all. 

When he was done, he searched for other matters related to void creatures and hunting them. 



Such as the best territory to hunt them near army camps or mercenary camps, or the most reputable 

mercenary hunting squad, or the mercenary guild's rules and ways of operation...etc. 

Since he was never interested in being a mercenary even in his previous life, he rarely bothered to learn 

about their world. 

The only thing he knew was that there were many Mercenary guilds around the universe, each designed 

for a different purpose. 

For example, there was The Beast Hunters Mercenary Guild. 

This guild deals with missions related to beasts, such as hunting them down, extracting their bloodlines, 

connecting hunters with sellers...etc. 

Due to this guild operation system and hundreds of thousands of branches around the universe, the 

Human race, Witch race, Dwarven race, and many other races were benefiting from the materials and 

bloodlines gotten by the hunters. 

There was even a Mercenary Guild that was focused entirely on fighting. Those mercenaries get hired by 

armies, merchants for space escorts, exploration crews, rescue missions...etc. 

The Mercenary Guild that was Felix planning on joining was specializing in dealing with void creatures 

solely. 

It was called The Void Mercenary Guild. 

That's why he was studying its entire structure and how things work, so he wouldn't make a fool of 

himself when he tries to earn a membership. 

Chapter 647 - Mercenary Guilds II 

"Hmm, their trial of recruitment is much harder than other guilds." Felix rubbed his chin as he read the 

requirement needed to pass the trials. 

Unlike other guilds, the minimum requirement in the Milky Way Galaxy was to be at least an epic 4th 

stage bloodliner. 

Only then would they would allow the applier to participate in the trials. 

Based on the whiny comments of those who tried it, it was clearly going to be difficult to pass. 

"It seems like the result of the trial determines one's rank in the guild." 

Felix already knew that all guilds were following one ranking system. 

It starts from F and ends at SSS. 

This ranking system wasn't just for show and bragging rights but actually plays a huge role in the guild 

system. 

Firstly, the mercenary's rank determines the number of missions and difficulty he could accept. 



Since rewards were based on difficulty, naturally most mercenaries desire to climb higher in the ranking 

system so they could earn more. 

No one wanted to keep spamming F rank missions that gave garbage rewards and waste a lot of time to 

finish. 

Secondly, the mercenary's rank determines his standing and authority within the guild. 

An 'S' ranked mercenary had the authority to apply for an appeal to the assembly to kick another lower-

ranked mercenary if he crossed him. 

Hell, the assembly members of each guild branch were actually made out of five 'SS' mercenaries! 

Even they were replaceable if someone else reached the same rank and applied to join the assembly. 

All of this without mentioning other goodies those higher ranked received from the guild store. Like 

discounts, invitations to private auctions, and more useful stuff. 

So, acing the trial and getting the highest rank possible in it was desirable by all new recruits. 

"The highest score in the trial can place me only at B." Felix murmured, "If I want to get permission to 

hunt in more dangerous and infested areas, I will need to be at least an S-ranked mercenary." 

Felix knew that it was going to take some time to hit that rank. He had just read that to receive a 

promotion, one needed to hit a target. 

The target differs from one rank to another. But its main point always remained the same. 

Hunting the void creatures! 

"To reach A rank, I will need to hunt 100 low-born void creatures and 10 elites." Felix read from the 

hologram, "As for S rank, I will need to hunt 500 low-born and 100 elites...How about SS rank?" 

Seeing the numbers jump so high up made Felix quite curious about what it would take to be an 

assembly member of a branch. 

The moment he scrolled down and read the requirement, he was left absolutely speechless. 

"10000 low-born and 1000 elites!" 

Felix couldn't even fathom how those mercenaries managed to reach such a number when killing a 

single low-born void creature required so much effort! 

He knew that the only way to kill them was by overwhelming them with explosive abilities since they 

were able to devour elemental energy and other less forceful abilities. 

That's why it was a must for bloodliners mercenaries to use a fake artifact called Energy Compressor. 

This artifact resembled hand canon. It was capable of compressing abilities and elemental energy to 

increase their explosiveness. 

Because of it, the bloodliners would save up on energy during their hunt and also give them the option 

to use gentle elements such as water. 



After all, it didn't matter what element used to attack the void creatures as long as it was able to destroy 

them completely before they could devour the element. 

Felix knew that those fake artifacts were heavy and also easily breakable, making it impossible to fire 

more than twenty shots before they crumble apart. 

All of these inconveniences, yet there were bloodliners who reached an 'SS' rank? 

Props to them! 

Felix truly admired and respected those veterans, who clearly fought for hundreds of years against the 

void creatures to reach such a rank. 

If it wasn't for those mercenaries and soldiers fighting day and night against the void creatures, Felix 

wouldn't have spent two lives roaming around the galaxy without meeting a single void creature! 

It was finally time for Felix to join the war and experience the same hardships as them! 

"Let's see their policies about privacy." 

Since Felix was planning on hiding his identity, he hoped that the Void Guild would not force their recruit 

to hand out their real information. 

Felix had no intentions of letting his enemies know his position at all. 

This sense of safety didn't cloud his judgment that he wasn't being hunted right at this instant! 

Unfortunately, the guild policies weren't to his liking one bit. 

"So, I need to recruit myself using my real identity but the moment I sign the contract, the guild would 

be forbidden to share my information without my consent by the Queen." Felix shook his head. 

He knew that the moment he gave his real name, it would be almost impossible to block the information 

from leaking outside. 

Just like with delivery companies promising 100% privacy but selling your information to the highest 

bidder by using indirect and cunning methods. 

'Thankfully, I still have some wishes left.' 

Felix knew that it was possible to wish the Queen to give him the right to sign up in the guild with a 

different identity. 

The Queen didn't need anyone's permission to carry out his wish since the mercenaries' guilds were part 

of the SGAlliance as well. 

'Now, I just need to wait for the void primogenitor's bloodline to arrive.' Felix closed all the tabs after 

finishing part of his homework. 

There was no need to cover everything now since there were still a couple of months left before he 

arrives at the Guardian Empire. 



'If you are done, meet me in my room.' Thor informed him, 'We will carry the training from where we 

left.' 

'On my way!' 

Felix was quite excited since he was going to restart his training on electromagnetism! 

In the game, it came in quite handy by allowing him to connect the nails with the walls. 

But, Felix knew that electromagnetism was more than this! 

If he could master it, he would be able to use it at a microscopic level to affect electrons or use it to 

control metal-based materials to his own will. 

Those were merely two sets of abilities. In reality, its uses were virtually limitless! 

**** 

Two weeks later... 

Felix could be seen concocting a potion carefully inside his spaceship's lab. In a few moments, Felix lifted 

his head from the mixture as he scattered the amber-colored mist from it. 

Then, he lifted it up and placed it inside the secondary cauldron with other supportive materials. 

Next, he closed the lid on them and let out a long sigh of relief. 

The potion he was concocting was for Fatty Bodidi to assist him with the promotion exams. 

He had already succeeded in concocting one and failed in the second one. 

He truly wanted for this one to succeed as well because he had no intentions of putting even more 

money into another attempt. 

'Come on goddess of luck, have pity on that fat f*ck, he will die starving if he didn't get promoted.' 

Felix started praying devotedly with his eyes closed for a few seconds before he was interrupted by the 

cauldron's silent inactivity. 

Felix opened one eye and peeked at the cauldron. 

The moment he noticed that it was starting to emit a fragrant smell, he dropped his prayers immediately 

and bragged, "I am just too good at this." 

Lady Sphinx and Asna rolled their eyes at him but didn't bother to deal with him right now. 

"Good, good, those two potions will boost that idiot's intelligence and reasoning greatly." 

Felix poured the cauldron content inside a bottle and beamed it in his spatial card. 

Then, he called Bodidi, telling him to bring some items that he purchased online in the previous days. 

After he was done, Felix left the lab and went to his VR Pod. However, on his way there, Lady Sphinx 

suddenly asked, "Give me your current coordinates." 



The moment Asna heard so, she immediately teleported beside Lady Sphinx and asked with eyes 

sparkling in anticipation, "Is it the soul-splitting potion?" 

"Yes, yes." Lady Sphinx chuckled as she pushed Asna's excited face away from hers. 

The moment she agreed, Asna's heart started thumping rapidly in agitation and eagerness! 

Who could blame her? 

For more than twenty million years imprisoned in a cage, she was finally going to obtain her freedom! 

Naturally, it was just the UVR but with its 100% realism, Asna wouldn't be missing much from real life! 

"At least one of us is excited." Felix's eyelids twitched as he gave his coordinates. 

He recalled that Lady Sphinx told him about the agonizing pain he would experience during the process. 

Still, he was confident in his pain tolerance to handle it just like he always does. 

Upon hearing his thoughts, Lady Sphinx merely shook her head in silence, not wanting to burst his 

bubble.... 

Chapter 648 - Freeing Asna I 

In a few moments, a space tunnel was opened next to Felix, sucking in all the air in the area for a second 

before a deliveryworm emerged from it. 

Without asking any questions, the deliveryworm beamed a box and gave it to Felix before he retreated 

inside the tunnel and closed it shut. 

"If only fatty was more like him." Felix said enviously. 

He wasn't worried that the deliveryworm would expose his location since he was contracted with Lady 

Sphinx exclusively just like his relationship with Fatty. 

'Quickly drink it!' Asna rushed him with eyes glittering in anticipation. 

"I will drink it when I am mentally prepared." Felix shooed her away as he walked back to his bedroom. 

"He is right." Lady Sphinx warned Asna, "I know that you are impatient but splitting a soul isn't a process 

to be taken lightly off." 

Upon hearing so, Asna realized that she was acting like an eager brat. 

She had already waited for a very long time to regain her freedom, waiting for a short while shouldn't be 

an issue. 

After regaining control of her emotions, Asna stopped bothering Felix, allowing him to begin his 

meditation. 

'On a scale of 1 to 100, how painful is it going to be?' Asna asked lady Sphinx telepathically as she looked 

at Felix with a tint of worry. 



'When it comes to souls, pain varies from one to another.' Lady Sphinx said, 'Just like physical pain if one 

experienced it constantly and consistently, he is bound to build some tolerance to it.' 

'Since little thief rarely experienced a true pain coming from his soul, all I can say is that he will never 

want to repeat this process ever again.' 

'Should we stop him then?' Asna felt heartache at the thought of Felix going through this agony for her. 

'That's not for me to decide.' Lady Sphinx replied as she flipped a book page. 

Upon hearing so, Asna knew that it was up to her to stop Felix from going through this. 

The excitement of regaining her freedom had faded by the wind the moment she knew that the pain 

would topple everything that Felix had gone through. 

She understood that Felix's confidence in succeeding was due to his abnormal pain tolerance. 

But he didn't know that his physical pain tolerance had nothing to do with soul's pain tolerance! 

Asna felt like she would betray Felix's trust yet again if she allowed him to go through this without 

knowing the risks involved. 

In her heart, she would rather stay imprisoned in his consciousness forever than betray him again. 

"F..Felix, how about we do it later?" 

Asna stuttered a question with a heavy heart, feeling like the world was crumbling around her. 

"Be quiet, let me meditate in peace." Felix shushed her. 

"No, I don't want you to do it!" Asna did the opposite as she yelled, "It's my freedom, so I get to decide 

when to get it." 

Upon hearing her retarded response, Felix was forced to open his eyes and ask her weirdly, "What's 

going on with you?" 

"Nothing, I just don't want you to do it today." Asna crossed her arms as she started bullshitting, "In my 

race calendar, this year is ominous and I don't want to wa.." 

"Enough!" Felix interrupted her with a slightly pissed expression. He spent enough time with Asna to 

know that there was something wrong going on. 

"You either tell me what's going on, or I will start immediately." He threatened as he beamed the box. 

"Fine, fine! Just put the box away!" 

Knowing that he always commit to his threats made Asna spill the beans immediately in worry. 

She shared with him everything that Lady Sphinx told her. 

When she was done, Felix asked only one question, "If I failed the process will our souls get affected 

negatively in any way?" 

Asna was taken back at his response since she didn't ask Lady Sphinx about it. 



After all, the moment she heard about the agony of the process, she wanted to pull the plug of the 

operation at once. 

"Don't worry, if you passed out in the process, your souls will simply merge back without any issues." 

Lady Sphinx answered. 

"Good" Felix sighed in relief and said, "Since it's not deadly, let's carry on." 

Felix closed his eyes and returned to his meditation. 

"But..." 

Before Asna could finish her sentence, Felix said, "Don't worry too much, I am doing this for me as well." 

"Huh?" 

"I will have to build pain tolerance for my soul one day." Felix smiled confidently, "It just happens to be 

today." 

'You dishonest bastard.' Asna's eyes reddened a little bit. 

Asna would have believed him if she wasn't able to hear his thoughts and read his emotions. 

'F*ck this sadistic universe, everything needs to be painful.' 

'Soul pain? What is this bullshit? Why is it even a thing!' 

'This is going to hurt like a b*tch, I can feel like it already.' 

'F*ck, it would have been better if I stayed ignorant about it. Stupid Asna and her unnecessary worry!' 

'Deep breaths, deep breaths, deep breaths...' 

'It's going to last for a mere few seconds, how bad can it be?' 

Through meditation, Felix kept trying to empty his mind from those negative thoughts. 

He knew that if he started the process while feeling terrified, the pain would be enhanced tenfolds, 

making him pass out in the first second. 

It was the same strategy used by most patients who were about to get a shot. 

They always try to look in other directions or think of other things instead of focusing on the needle. 

Knowing that it was a crucial element, Asna stopped harassing Felix. 

She already knew that he had made up his mind and wasn't going to change it no matter how she tried. 

Instead of ruining his efforts to prepare mentally, she lowered her head while biting her lips. 

'I don't know why you didn't tell little Felix about it yourself.' Jörmungandr asked Lady Sphinx with a 

suspicious look. 

'I wanted to see how little Asna will behave.' Lady Sphinx chuckled to herself, 'It seems like she truly 

cares for Felix a lot to tell him.' 



'You manipulative vixen.' Thor murmured to himself after hearing her response. He didn't dare to voice 

it out though. 

... 

After a long while...Felix's eyes were opened gently, showing a tranquil serenity behind his pupils. 

"Let's start." He spoke in a calm manner while unsealing the metallic box. 

Asna and the others merely watched him work without saying anything to not affect him. 

Felix threw the box to the side and held the potion gently. 

He brought it close to his eyes and looked at the misty content within the pyramid-like glass bottle. 

'To use it, simply inhale the mist through your nose.' Lady Sphinx informed. 

'Alright.' Felix nodded his head and placed the bottle at the side. 

Then, he beamed a black AP Bracelet and wore it on his left wrist right above his own bracelet. Next, he 

took the leather strap and affixed his wrist with his head. 

This allowed the AP bracelet to be facing his eyes so when Asna calls for the Queen, the bracelet will 

respond. 

This process was needed every time a new consciousness wanted to connect with the Queen. 

No one truly knows why, but the most famous theory was that the eyes were the windows to the soul. 

The small screen of the bracelet was the eyes of Queen AI. 

So, when they align, it gave the Queen permission to look into one's soul and connect with the 

consciousness residing within. 

"Prepare yourself Asna, you have only a few seconds to connect your consciousness with the Queen AI 

after our souls get split up." Felix said sternly as he turned on the AP bracelet. 

"Don't worry about me." Asna answered while biting her nails nervously. 

Upon hearing her response, Felix exhaled deeply and opened the lid. 

Then, he placed it below his nostrils and inhaled all the mist within the bottle in one breath. 

The was the last breath he took as the moment the mist invaded his body, it swiftly targeted his soul 

barrier, encasing all of it. 

Asna and the primogenitors all glanced around them with multiple emotions. 

Asna was getting nervous by the second, Thor and Jörmungandr were eying the mist in wonder, lastly, 

Lady Sphinx was noting down everything happening. 

After all, it wasn't like a common occurrence for a human and Unigin to share one soul and split it. 

Crack Crack... 



'It's happening.' Asna folded her hands as she watched the soul barrier begin to crack little by little. 

CRAASH!!! 

The moment she wanted to check on Felix, the soul barrier abruptly exploded into tiny pieces, shocking 

all of them besides Lady Sphinx. 

AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!! 

'Now it began.' 

Lady Sphinx murmured as she watched Felix release the most heart-wrenching scream in his life while 

banging his hands on his forehead like a madman! 

Chapter 649 - Freeing Asna II 

Thud! 

Meanwhile, Asna fell on her knees while clutching her head in pain. 

Since their souls were merged as one, it was only natural that she would experience the same agony as 

Felix. 

However, unlike Felix, she was a soul master, making her able to negate the pain by simply forcing her 

soul to merge faster than intended. 

Felix wasn't able to do so on his own, making him rely on the same mist to help him gather the pieces of 

his broken soul. 

That's the only reason they didn't die instantly after having their soul got blown up like this. 

If it wasn't for the mist holding into every tiny wisp, both of them would have been doomed just like 

what happened in their first meeting. 

"I need to help him!" 

The first thing that Asna tried to do wasn't to connect to the UVR like Felix had asked her but to help 

make his soul be complete again. 

'Asna! Focus!' Lady Sphinx scolded sternly, 'The moment his soul get completed, both of your souls will 

merge together! When that happens, you can forget about entering the UVR in the next decade!' 

It was to be expected that splitting a soul shouldn't be repeated right after it got merged again. 

Especially Felix's soul that was still quite fragile and couldn't handle the process multiple times. 

'Don't waste his efforts. He won't like that one bit.' Thor spoke sternly. 

Upon hearing so, Asna knew that Felix would be extremely pissed if she failed to do her part even when 

he told her to prepare herself. 

So, instead of wasting those precious seconds in hesitation, Asna hardened her heart and quickly called 

out loud, 'Queen AI!' 



The moment she did so, Asna's eyes automatically got closed shut as she fell into the raging lake. 

Jörmungandr appeared beside her and lifted her up. 

Then, he hovered in the air with the other two, watching Felix twitch continuously with his eyes rolled at 

the back of his head. 

He appeared like he was having a deadly seizure, yet Felix still didn't pass out! 

Meanwhile, Asna had just opened her eyes and found herself sitting inside a white empty room. 

"Welcome Madam Asna, your AP bracelet has been successfully bound with your consciousness. From 

now on, only you can use the features of your device. If you h..." 

"Tell me about it later! Log me out now!" 

Before Queen AI finished her scripted introduction, Asna interrupted her with a rushed tone. 

Obedient as always, Queen AI logged her out without any further questions. 

The moment Asna opened her eyes, her heart sank to the bottom of her stomach at the miserable sight 

of Felix. 

Messy hair, twitching all over the place, foam covering his lips, and white eyes. Felix had never shown 

such an appearance even at his worst moments! 

'Bind!!' 

Without an ounce of hesitation, Asna forced Felix's soul wisps to start gathering faster and faster. 

In a single second, Felix's soul had returned to its previous shape of a smooth spherical half glass barrier. 

The moment that happened, the mist swiftly pushed both separated barriers into each other and 

connected them again. 

The raging lake that was spilling into the void had calmed down the instant it was encased within the 

barrier again. 

Asna and the primogenitors sighed in relief after noticing that Felix had stopped twitching at once. 

Meanwhile, his breathing and heartbeats were starting to regulate themselves. 

'Are...yo..u..in?' 

Suddenly, Asna froze in her place after hearing Felix's faint voice in her mind. 

Instead of answering, she started sniffling while covering her eyes. 

'She is in.' Lady Sphinx smiled gently as she said, 'You can relax now.' 

'I am...glad.' A tiny smile emerged on Felix's messed up face as he closed his eyes gently and said one 

last time, 'Welco...me to...the UV.....R.' 

He lost consciousness immediately, leaving behind him only a deafening silence in the spaceship and his 

mind. 



This silence magnified Asna's quiet sniffles as she wept while hugging her knees. 'I am sorry...I am 

sorry....I am sorry...' 

"Asn.." 

Just as Jörmungandr wanted to appease her, Lady Sphinx caught him by his arm and shook her head. 

'Leave her be.' She said as she teleported back to her house. 

Jörmungandr and Thor glanced at each other for a second before smiling bitterly. 

Then, they teleported to their houses as well, leaving Asna all alone in the lake. 

For more than twelve hours, Asna didn't move from the spot even a little or bother to log in to the UVR. 

She just kept staring at Felix with puffed reddened eyes, waiting for him to wake up... 

When Lady Sphinx saw this from her window, she couldn't help shake her head, 'She has fallen too 

deep.' 

Then...there was no then, Lady Sphinx opened a new book and started reading it, minding her own 

business. 

******* 

At the same time, at the center of the Metal Race Main Galaxy, inside a humongous underground 

metallic facility that was built at the depth of a small inhabitable planet, red-light started flashing all 

over the place. 

A humanoid silver robot with a screen as a face glanced at the red lights. 

Without an ounce of emotions, his legs transformed into jet propellers and then he wheezed through 

the labyrinth of corridors and rooms as fast as he could. 

Some rooms had their doors wide open, showing thousands of towering silver servers making faint 

beeping noises. 

In a short moment, the robot reached its destination. He walked to a wall and had his face get scanned 

by a tiny dot. 

A split second later, a familiar monotonous feminine voice emerged from the wall, "Leave." 

"But..." 

"Leave." 

The robot seemed in conflict with listening to the order given to him. 

He was ordered by the Supreme Empress AI to investigate even the slightest weirdest occurrence 

happening in the facility. 

That red light was one of those occurrences. 

Why? Because it had never set off since the moment the Queen AI was born! 



But how could he investigate when the Queen AI was refusing to cooperate and ordering him to leave? 

He knew that it was within her power to get rid of him if he started to annoy her. 

That's because his existence shouldn't even be on this planet! 

The Queen AI was an autonomous being who was the boss of herself. Even the Metal Race Empress had 

nothing against her. 

The only thing that was holding the Queen AI was the SGAlliance Rule Book. 

Anything that wasn't written in the book, Queen AI had full freedom to act by her own will. 

In the end, the droid turned around and left. 

In the Metal Race, droids weren't programmed to obey to death but had their own free will to make 

their own decisions from the moment they were born. Even the Empress didn't have the right to order 

for them to die. 

Why? Because all of them were intelligent beings with the sole purpose to seek the truth of the 

universe, not mindless machines born for conquest. 

Only Bots/Machines with basic AIs were programmed to obey all orders. 

If it wasn't for this freedom, the Metal Race would not have prospered and pushed the other races to 

prosper with their mind-blowing inventions. 

After he left, the red light stopped flashing at once and the facility was engulfed in the darkness and 

silence yet again. 

However, behind that wall, faint white light kept flashing all over the place akin to a firefly flying around 

in the darkness. 

Suddenly, it stopped at once and a green light emerged. 

Then, a humongous illuminated holographic list appeared out of nowhere, showing long strings of 

unreadable data, written in 1 and 0 and even letters! 

'Calculation done...Danger level Extreme, the probability to affect the system negatively is at 1%, the 

probability to take over the system is 0.00000000001%.' 

'Conclusion...Consciousness number /798,478,135,874,587,224,778,354,115,487,233/ must be placed 

under the highest level of observation.' 

"Interesting..." 

A faint euphonious feminine voice echoed in the area. Out of nowhere, two emerald-green human-sized 

eyes emerged from the veil of darkness. 

Those soul-capturing eyes were focused on a tiny holographic screen, showing Felix lying on the ground 

like a dead dog. 



"Three Primos and one of the most powerful consciousnesses in the universe inside a human." Amorous 

thin pink lips were stretched into a little smile, "What intriguing occurrence." 

"Don't filter any data belonging to them anymore." The hidden entity ordered casually, "I want to know 

and see everything about them." 

"As you command, my Queen." The system replied with the same familiar monotonous voice. 

If anyone heard it, they would recognize it immediately. A voice that belonged to no other than the 

Queen AI! 

A hidden entity controlling the Queen AI? Anyone would laugh his ass off if someone ever mentioned 

this mindboggling thought! 

Why? 

Because the Queen AI was programmed to be autonomous...In the Metal Race, Programmation was the 

same as God's verdicts. It was unchangeable! 

Even the Metal Race Empress could not change her Programmation! 

Queen AI was programmed to follow the carefully crafted SGAlliance rules faithfully to eternity! 

A rule book created by the combination of the most intelligent races and authoritative races over many 

years naturally would be tight proof! 

The millions of years gone by without an issue just further emphasized it. 

Yet, the ongoing situation behind that wall defied all of that... 

Unbeknownst to any of this, everyone continued to do their thing in the UVR and the real world... 

As for Felix? The only change he experienced was his AP bracelet's screen lightning up for a split second 

before turning off. 

But, he was in a deep coma to notice it. 

Felix Maxwell had finally attracted the attention of the Queen AI and that hidden entity due to Asna's 

connection. 

Is it good or bad? Only time will tell.... 

Chapter 650 - Entering The UVR With Asna I 

A couple of weeks later... 

The Dark Deviant Spaceship had finally entered the Milky Way Galaxy through a VIP wormhole, 

connected with the Mariana Empire. 

Although the spaceship was in the Mariana Empire, it kept its journey towards the Guardian Empire. 

The Queen AI had no intention of changing its course without Felix's approval. In this regard, nothing 

much changed. 



Felix was still sleeping soundly in his VR Pod. 

The instant a full day went by without him regaining consciousness, the Queen activated the protocol 

that Felix had set before drinking the potion. 

Although he was clearly physically and mentally sound, he had yet to show any signs of waking up. 

Naturally, this started to get in Asna's head since she expected that he would wake up only in a few 

days. 

"He truly received a massive mental shock." Lady Sphinx murmured as she played with her cat's 

mustache. 

She also didn't anticipate this long duration. She predicted that he would be up in a week or so at best. 

"What should we do? What if he doesn't wake up?" 

Anxious, Asna started pacing around the table while brainstorming on methods to wake him up. 

Believe it or not, she had yet to log in to the UVR in the past weeks! 

In her mind, the experience would be lifeless when Felix was still in a coma. She could never enjoy her 

time in the UVR in such a situation. 

"I think he needs some sort of a push to wake up." Thor suggested. 

All of them nodded their heads in agreement. 

They had given him all of the time in the world to wake up on his own. 

It was obvious that he wasn't able to do so. 

They had already tried talking to him but it didn't work. 

"Leave it to me." Lady Sphinx closed her book and placed it on the table. 

Then, she closed her eyes and started to apply spiritual pressure on Felix's soul. 

She kept increasing the pressure slowly until tiny fissures began to appear on the soul barrier. 

Just as she wanted to add a bit more pressure, Asna blocked her, "Let's use another method." 

She couldn't handle seeing Felix's soul cracking again. 

"Okay." Lady Sphinx pulled back her pressure. 

She also didn't want to damage Felix's soul barrier again. She simply wanted his instincts to force him to 

wake up due to the danger involved. 

"Your idea is correct, but the execution isn't." Jörmungandr said calmly, "You lacked the most important 

element." 

"Murderous intent." Thor answered for him. 

"Indeed." Lady Sphinx agreed. 



Unfortunately, she lacked murderous intent since all the people who died in her hands were for the sake 

of knowledge. 

In her eyes, she wasn't a murderer, killer, or genocidal...She was simply a seeker of knowledge and 

truth. 

On the other hand, Thor and Jörmungandr had honed their murderous intent to the point it could kill 

someone by its sheer pressure! 

"Let me try." Jörmungandr requested while standing up. 

He affixed his attire as he took a deep breath with his eyes closed shut. He was recalling Fenrir and his 

battles with the Darkin Faction members, trying his best to summon his murderous intent. 

The moment he thought of Fenrir's current situation and the Darkin Faction members who forced him 

into it, his serpent-like eyes were snapped wide open! 

Asna couldn't help but gulp in fear at the new horrifying appearance of Jörmungandr! 

'That's it, the true appearance of the Ragnarok Bringer!' 

Thor's senses tingled in excitement as he watched Jörmungandr's robe flutter without any wind around! 

They were moving by the aura of his murderous intent! 

The kind and gentle Jörmungandr was nowhere to be seen! In his place, only a murderous cold predator 

remained behind! 

This was the true suppressed nature of The World Serpent! 

"Felix, you either wake up now or remain in slumber for eternity!" Jörmungandr threatened with a 

suppressed tone while aiming his murderous intent at Felix. 

Almost instantaneously, Felix's drowsy instincts started tingling like there was no tomorrow! 

Felix's blood pressure started to climb through the roof while his heart started pumping high dosages of 

adrenaline! 

The heart monitor started peeping rapidly while showing that Felix's heartbeats had reached 160 and 

still climbing! 

"WAKE UP NOW YOU LITTLE BRAT!" Jörmungandr shouted furiously as he banged the table with his fist. 

Just like electricity traveling his body, the shockwave of Jörmungandr's shout sent goosebumps 

throughout Felix's limbs as well as chills down his spine! 

It was the last nail in the coffin as the moment Felix felt everything at once, he could not remain in 

asleep for even a second! 

"Don't eat me...I am not as delicious as Asna...Eat her..." Felix murmured with muddled eyes, having 

absolutely no idea where he was and what was going on. 

The only thing he remembered was a cosmic serpent opening its wide jaw while trying to devour him. 



It turned out, Jörmungandr's murderous intent had manifested a nightmare in his mind, forcing him to 

wake up instinctively! 

"You prick, cursing me even in your sleep." 

Although Asna sounded displeased, her true emotions were that of pure happiness and relief. 

"Asleep? How long?" Tired, Felix rubbed his eyes as he yawned in a daze. 

"A month or so." 

Upon hearing so, Felix started to recall what's transpired before going offline. 

The moment he remembered that chilling agony, goosebumps coursed on his skin, making him snap 

back to reality instantly! 

"Asna! Your ass better be in UVR!" He shivered, "I am never doing this shit ever again!" 

It seems like he didn't recall that he received confirmation just before he pass out. 

"I have already connected my consciousness." Asna answered. 

"That's good to hear." Felix sighed in relief as he requested the Queen to stop the Spaceship 

somewhere. 

After it was stopped, Felix exited the VR Pod and stretched his limbs while asking with a smile, "Did you 

enjoy your time there?" 

"Ahm, it was good." 

Asna got slightly embarrassed at his question. She didn't want to tell him that she had yet to enter the 

UVR because of his coma. 

So? She did a classic Asna behavior, lie about it. 

"Just okay? It seems like you haven't done much in it." Felix smiled as he walked towards the bathroom, 

"Give me a moment, I will log in after a quick shower and I will take you for a date." 

"A date?! Who wants to go on a date with you!" Asna got jumpy all of a sudden, not realizing that Felix 

was just teasing her. 

Felix chuckled at her reaction and entered the shower, not thinking too much of their usual bickering. 

... 

A few minutes later... 

Felix could be seen standing in the living room of his Androxa house. 

"Where are you at?" Felix inquired. 

He had already sent Asna an invitation link that would allow her to teleport straight to his house. 

Naturally, it would cost a fortune in commoners standard, but Felix stopped minding the prices of such 

fees. 



It was all about optimization of his time now. 

"Don't rush me." Asna barked annoyedly while trying out gorgeous outfits in her UVR's room. 

It was the first time she was going to appear in public and she wanted it to be perfect. 

After waiting almost fifteen minutes for her, Felix finally lost his patience and grumbled, "I have already 

wasted a month in a coma because of you, get your ass right here now, or I will restart my training on 

electromagnetism." 

"Just a second!" Asna mumbled in annoyance as she put on a red lipstick that matched her long wavy 

fiery crimson hair. 

After she was done, she turned around while looking at her reflection in the mirror. 

"Not bad." Satisfied, she winked at herself with a loveable smile. 

'AASNAAA!!' 

'I AM COMING!' Asna yelled back as she clicked on the link furiously, 'Don't you know you shouldn't rush 

a lady!' 

'Be a lady firs...' 

Before Felix could finish his sentence, he was forced to swallow the rest the instant Asna manifested in 

front of him in one of the most eye-catching dresses he had ever seen. 

The black dress left her shoulders mostly uncovered and flew down into a simple cowl neckline. 

It was a comfortable fit that helped remove some of the unwanted attention on her perk breasts but 

does so by still looking fine. 

Her arms had been covered to just above her elbows. The sleeves were a loose fit and, in a way, helped 

put focus on her soft milky white skin. 

The dress' waist was thin, but it was a loose fit. A small, stylish belt was all that was needed as a perfect 

adornment. 

Below the waist, the dress widens and had a trapeze style. The dress reached all the way down, almost 

covering her feet, which were rested on elegant black barely there heels. 

A perfect choice in combination with this dress. To top it all off she was wearing a simple, but a 

fashionable necklace and small, stylish earrings. 

With her light makeup and wavy layered crimson hair that shone with crystal luster, Asna's flawless 

beauty had been enhanced to the point Felix managed to murmur only a single comment. 

"A Living Goddess...." 

 


